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ABSTRACT— Web forum is one of the important data sources for many of the web 

applications. Because of the complex in-site link structure, forum crawling is one of the 

challenging tasks. Without carefully selecting or checking the traversal path, a generic 

crawler usually downloads, that duplicates and makes the forum page invalid, and thus it 

wastes both the precious bandwidth and the storage space which are the major drawbacks 

of the typical crawlers. Thus the proposal includes an automatic approach to explore an 

acceptable links traversal strategy to direct the crawling of a given target forum, that helps 

in crawling the forum information more effectively. In this strategy the skeleton links and 

page-flipping links are identified. The Skeleton links instruct the crawler, only to crawl the 

valuable pages and meanwhile this avoids the duplication and uninformative pages. This 

additionally uses the page-flipping links that helps the crawler to fully transfer a protracted 

discussion thread that is typically shown in multiple pages in web forums. By using the 

revealed traversal strategy, informative pages are archived by the forum crawler which is 

highly efficient when compared with earlier related work and a commercial generic crawler. 

The frequency of updating that takes place in the system is not specified which is a major 

drawback in the existing paper. Duplicity of crawling is greatly avoided, which incorporates 

towards focused crawling. Manipulating the relativeness and clearance of data is 

provided which is one of the major research areas for the developers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet forums are referred to as web forums. It’s a vital service which allows the 

users to request and exchange data with others. Forum helps to share the information or to 

share the user’s opinion about any product or technology and perceive what their 

expectations are. To reap information from forums, their content should be downloaded first. 

However, forum crawl isn't a trivial downside. Generic crawlers that adopt a breadth-first 

traversal strategy are typically ineffective and inefficient for forum crawl. 

A forum in addition has many uninformative pages like login management to 

safeguard user privacy or forum software specific FAQs. Following these links, a crawler 

will crawl several uninformative pages. we have found out, that over a collection of 9 test 
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forums over 47% of the pages crawled by a breadth-first crawler following these protocols 

were duplicates and uninformative. Besides duplicate links and uninformative pages, an 

extended forum board or thread is usually divided into multiple pages that are coupled by 

page-flipping links; there's additionally a problem of entry URL discovery.  

The entry URL of a forum heads to its homepage that is the lowest common relative 

page of all its threads. Crawlers starting from an entry URL are able to do a way higher 

performance than starting from non-entry URLs. We present FoCUS, a supervised web-scale 

forum crawler, to address these challenges. The goal of FoCUS is to crawl relevant content. 

Forums exist in different layouts or styles and are powered by a range of forum software 

packages, and however they continuously have implicit navigation ways to lead users from 

entry pages to thread pages. 

We are aiming to propose a way for learning regular expression patterns of URLs 

that lead a crawler from an entry page to target pages. Target pages were found through 

collating DOM trees of pages with a preselected sample target page. It's very effective 

however, it solely works for the particular web site from that the sample page is drawn. The 

same technique should be repeated anytime for a new web site. Therefore, it's not applicable 

for large-scale crawling. In contrast, FoCUS get to know the URL patterns across multiple 

sites and automatically finds a forum’s entry page given in the forum page. Experimental 

results show that, the focus is effective at large-scale forum crawling by leveraging crawling 

data learned from many annotated forum sites. 

Despite variations in layout and style, forums continually have implicit navigation 

paths leading users from their entry pages to thread pages. IRobot conjointly adopted an 

analogous plan however applied page sampling and agglomeration techniques to seek out 

target page. It uses in formativeness and coverage metrics to seek out traversal we have a 

tendency to expressly outline the EIT path that specifies what varieties of links and pages 

that a crawler ought to follow to achieve thread pages. 

  URL layout information such as the placement of a URL on a page and its anchor 

text length is a vital indicator of its function. URLs of identical function typically appear at 

identical location. URLs and thread URLs typically have longer anchor texts that offer board 

or thread. These observations inspired us to develop FoCUS. The main idea behind FoCUS 

is that index URL, thread URL, and page-flipping URL is detected based on their layout 

characteristics and destination pages and forum pages is classified by their layouts. This 

information about URLs, pages and forum structures is learned from a couple of annotated 

forums and so applied to unseen forums. 

Usually, an index page has many narrow records, relatively long anchor text, and 

short plain text, while a thread page has a few large records that are user posts. Each post has 

a very long text block and relatively short anchor text. An index page or a thread page always 

has a timestamp field in each record, but the timestamp order in the two types of pages are 

reversed, the timestamps are typically in descending order in an index page while they are in 

ascending order in a thread page. 
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Thus the proposed technique solves large scale forum crawling problem as a URL 

type recognition problem by recognizing the EIT path through learning the ITF regexes. In 

this section, we would like to demonstrate that similar concept can be applied to sites with 

similar organization structure such as such as community Question & Answer sites in blog 

sites, the metadata of blog posts are listed in blog index pages and the link behind the blog 

post title leads users to the blog post page, which contains the full content of the blog post 

and user comments. These blog index pages also contain page-flipping URLs.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

A URL analysis algorithm based on the semantic content and link clustering in cloud 

environment. In this algorithm, the downloaded URLs are clustered with the philosophy of 

clustering on the basis of VSM (vector space model) to improve the precision of the focused 

crawler according to the correlation between download URLs and new URLs. The algorithm 

makes full use of the relationship between new URLs and URLs downloaded, and improves 

the accuracy of the focused crawlers. It has two advantages compared to others of the same 

kind: the pages are downloaded accurately, effectively, and the algorithm has a good ability 

of learning which proves the possibility of the algorithm. And the cloud environment 

provides secure expandable storage and Map/Reduce model. But in this algorithm, the 

calculation of topic similarity based on links and text information in pages should be more 

accurate. Thus a new method mapping keywords to the level of semantic concept should be 

taken to analyze the topic relevance of page text on words’ semantic level [1]. 

A web crawler is an automatic scheduled program from the huge downloading of 

web pages from World Wide Web and this process is called Web crawling. To cluster the 

web pages from World Wide Web a search engine uses web crawler and the web crawler 

collects this by web crawling. It symbolizes the technique of FOCUS which is developed to 

extract only the relevant web pages of interested topic from the Internet. The design of 

FOCUS is capable to evaluate the text which found on a link with the input text file. The 

crawler uses pattern recognition and generates the number of times the input text exists in 

the text establish on a link. Particular attention has been given to accustom focused crawlers, 

where learning methods are able to adapt the system behavior to a particular environment 

and input parameters during the search. Evaluation results show how the whole searching 

process may benefit from those techniques, enhancing the crawling performance [2]. 

Web crawler is employed by the search engine and different users to frequently make 

sure that their information is up-to-date. When only data about a predefined topic sets 

needed, “focused crawler” is being employed. Compared to different crawlers the focused 

crawler is intended for advanced web users focuses on specific topic and it does not waste 

the resources on irrelevant material. Focused crawler is a young and inventive area of 

research that holds the promise to give benefit from many sophisticated data mining 

techniques. This Paper shortly reviews the ideas of web crawler, its design and its varied 

types with specification and working [3]. 

The framework of a novel self-adaptive crawler– SASF crawler, with the intend of 

strictly and easily finding, changing, and listing mining service information over the Internet, 
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by considering the three main issues. This framework includes the technologies of semantic 

focused crawling and ontology learning, in order to preserve the enforcement of this crawler, 

unconcerned of the difference in the Web environment. The purpose of this research lies in 

the design of an unsupervised framework for vocabulary-based ontology discovering and 

algorithm for matching semantically related concepts and metadata. we perform a series of 

tests to empirically analyze the performance of  the Self-Adaptive crawler, by inspecting the 

performance of  this approach with the existing approaches based on the six parameters 

adopted from the IR field [4]. 

Focus identifies type of protocol used for the web page and retrieves the web pages 

and number of character present in a web page. They apply pattern recognition over text for 

correct navigation. Pattern symbolizes check text only i.e. what quantity text is available on 

web page. Robust page type classifiers can be get from as few as five annotated forums and 

applied to a large set of unseen forums. To have accurate specification we have used the 

machine learning process applied to large set of Forum [5]. 

An iRobot, which has intelligence to understand the content and the structure of a 

forum site, and then decide how to choose traversal paths among different kinds of pages. 

To do this, we first randomly sample (download) a few pages from the target forum site, and 

introduce the page content layout as the characteristics to group those pre-sampled pages and 

re-construct the forum's sitemap. IRobot saves substantial network bandwidth and storage as 

it only fetches informative pages from a forum site. It provides a great help for further 

indexing and data mining.framework is discovering and classifying ubiquitous services in 

digital health ecosystems.Efficiency. First, iRobot only need a few pages to rebuild the 

sitemap. Relationship reserved Archiving. When following links, iRobot can determine and 

record which pages of list-of-thread are from one board, and which pages of post-of-thread 

are from one thread. It doesn’t deal how to design a repository for forum archiving. IRobot 

we already can re-construct a post thread divided into multiple pages, it is still not enough 

for object-level storage [6]. 

 A traversal strategy, which consists of the identification of the skeleton links and the 

detection of the page-flipping links. The skeleton links instruct the crawler to only crawl 

valuable pages and meanwhile avoid duplicate and uninformative ones. Page-flipping links 

tell the crawler how to completely download a long discussion thread which is usually shown 

in multiple pages in Web forums. The skeleton links instruct the crawler to only crawl 

valuable pages and meanwhile avoid duplicate and uninformative ones. Page-flipping links 

tell the crawler how to completely download a long discussion thread which is usually shown 

in multiple pages in Web forums. It doesn’t deal with how to optimize the crawling schedule 

to incrementally update the archived forum content. It doesn’t deal how to parse the crawled 

forum pages to separate replies in each post thread [7]. 

 A large-scale search engine which makes heavy use of the structure present in 

hypertext, it presents google. Google is designed to crawl and index the Web efficiently and 

produce much more satisfying search results than existing systems. Search engines index 

tens to hundreds of millions of web pages involving a comparable number of distinct terms 
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.It answer tens of millions of queries every day. This paper provides an in-depth description 

of our large-scale web search engine. It makes heavy use of the structure present in hypertext. 

It doesn’t deal how to effectively deal with uncontrolled hypertext collections where anyone 

can publish anything they want. The technical challenges involved with using the additional 

information present in hypertext to produce better search results [8].  

 An appropriated way to describe these repositories and their data machine 

understandable is required. Board Forum Crawling can crawl most meaningful information 

of a Web forum site efficiently and simply. Experiments have shown BFC is an efficient and 

economical method. It is worth to note that BFC has been used in a real project, and 12000 

Web forum sites have been crawled successfully. Limiting to the space, the details of the 

method, such as link clustering based on URL [9].  

 The search engines are an essential component of the web, but their web crawling 

agents can impose a significant burden on heavily loaded web servers. Unfortunately, 

blocking or deferring web crawler requests is not a viable solution due to economic 

consequences. We conduct a quantitative measurement study on the impact and cost of web 

crawling agents, seeking optimization points for this class of request. Based on our 

measurements, we present a practical caching approach for mitigating search engine 

overload, and implement the two-level cache scheme on a very busy web server. Our 

experimental results show that the proposed caching framework can effectively reduce the 

impact of search engine overload on service quality. It is not uncommon to observe an entire 

large site being crawled using hundreds of simultaneous hosts, and from a multitude of web 

crawlers. Though not competing with humans for resources, the crawlers nonetheless impact 

energy consumption, preventing low-power states from being achieved. , crawlers do not 

require this level of personalization and crawl at the lowest security level that of “guest" 

users [10]. 
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III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

A. Existing System 

Crawling based on the core specification of the URL’s is the major area of focus in 

this project. The URL’s will be classified as, 

1. Index URL’s        2. User URL’s 

3. Thread URL’s      4. Page Flipping URL’s 

The pages will be crawled through Implicit Navigation path to lead users from entry 

pages to thread pages. In this project, the index page is identified. Through which the 

Index/Thread URL detection is happening.    A clear segregation of page identification is 

happening. Page identification is to classify the page into Index pages or Thread pages. Based 

on the nature of the page, the pages were segregated. The pages will be navigated with the 

concept of page flipping. The flow is little bit superficial flow due to automation process. 

ITF Regex Learning is utilized to backtrack the threads in the website. The drawbacks are 

no clear segregation of page identification is carried out and URL based Forum crawling is 

not done in existing. 

B. Proposed System: 

Scanning the entire web pages through Key match cum Knuth–Morris–Pratt 

algorithm is used. In this project, we are trying to create an automation engine which will 

take care of traversing the contents dynamically. Moving towards the hyperlinks related to 

the forum and cleanup the related links + Integrating the missed out data pages in future were 

considered as the core proposed approaches included in the system. In our proposed system, 

we are utilizing the features of differential content extraction instead of an inefficient entire 

system scanning. This option will enhance the performance of the system very much. The 

option of differential content is done with the help of page indexes + Number of links options 

or Link value. In addition, amend and building the knowledge database enable the system a 

very efficient one in a longer vision. Automation in web Crawling is done.Forum crawling 

problem to a URL type recognition. 
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In the Fig. a, the user comes with a query, first point to the forum page. Given any 

page of a forum, FoCUS first finds its entry URL using the Entry URL Discovery module. 

Then, it uses the Index/Thread URL Detection module to detect index URLs and thread 

URLs on the entry page; the detected index URLs and thread URLs are saved to the URL 

training sets. It detects the keyword. Pre-Built Page classifier makes the record of already 

crawled data. The ITF Regexes Learning module compares the new keywords with the 

keywords that stored in the database. If any mismatch occurs it means that the data is 

irrelevant and Focus clean that data and the remaining data stored on the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. RESULTS 
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A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In the Fig. b, we will evaluate the performance of crawling process. The performance 

is based on the number of forum threads cleaned in the Forum. The existing method uses 

entire system crawling and the proposed identifies the forum link and avoids all the duplicate 

or uninformative pages. 

Thus the proposed system is performance effective when compared to the existing 

system. The automatic forum cleaning reduces human work and if faced with any issues in 

technology, then the cleaning process are moved to manual cleanup.   

 

Fig. b Performance evaluation 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

A. CONCLUSION: 

We proposed and implemented FoCUS, a supervised forum crawler. We reduced the 

forum crawling problem to a URL type recognition problem and showed how to leverage 

implicit navigation paths of forums, i.e. EIT path, and designed methods to learn ITF regexes 

explicitly. Experimental results on 160 forum sites each powered by a different forum 

software package confirm that FoCUS can effectively learn knowledge of EIT path from as 

few as 5 annotated forums. We also showed that FoCUS can effectively apply learnt forum 

crawling knowledge on 160 unseen forums to automatically collect index URL, thread URL, 

and page-flipping URL training sets and learn ITF regexes from the training sets. These 

learnt regexes can be applied directly in online crawling. Training and testing on the basis of 

the forum package makes our experiments manageable and our results applicable to many 

forum sites. Moreover, FoCUS can start from any page of a forum, while all previous works 

expected an entry URL 

B. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS: 

In future, we would like to discover new threads and refresh crawled threads in a 

timely manner. The initial results of applying a FoCUS-like crawler to other social media 
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are very promising. We would like to conduct more comprehensive experiments to further 

verify our approach and improve upon it. 
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